Sexual Harassment
Menopause
Domestic Violence
Microaggressions
Ageism
Racism
Period
Stereotypes
Biases
Salary & Pay Disparities
LGBTQ+
Addiction
Mental Health
Disability
Politics @work
How UNCOMFORTABLE are these words for you?

Please use the Comfortability Matrix on your tables to mark each word on the scale of Impact vs. Likelihood for you to approach or discuss the above listed concepts.
This project was developed for the ASIS Europe Women in Security BREAKFAST where we invited the ASIS International Community to fill in the COMFORTABILITY MATRIX!

When?  
March 22, 2023

Where?  
ASIS Europe Conference-Rotterdam

Who?  
ASIS UK Chapter & ASIS Romania Chapter

In short Letitia, Arevika and Liliana are looking forward to assess your comfortability level.